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AirAsia Interview Questions And Answers Guide.

Question - 1:
Can you tell me a little about yourself?

Ans:
This question seems simple, so many people fail to prepare for it, but it's crucial. Here's the deal: Don't give your complete employment (or personal) history In
AirAsia. Instead give a pitch-one that's concise and compelling and that shows exactly why you're the right fit for the job. Start off with the 2-3 specific
accomplishments or experiences that you most want the interviewer to know about, then wrap up talking about how that prior experience has positioned you for this
specific role.
View All Answers

Question - 2:
How did you hear about the position In AirAsia?

Ans:
Another seemingly innocuous interview question, this is actually a perfect opportunity to stand out and show your passion for and connection to the company and for
job In AirAsia. For example, if you found out about the gig through a friend or professional contact, name drop that person, then share why you were so excited about
it. If you discovered the company through an event or article, share that. Even if you found the listing through a random job board, share what, specifically, caught
your eye about the role.
View All Answers

Question - 3:
How would your boss and co-workers describe you?

Ans:
First of all, be honest (remember, if you get this job, the hiring manager will be calling your former bosses and co-workers!). Then, try to pull out strengths and traits
you haven't discussed in other aspects of the interview In AirAsia, such as your strong work ethic or your willingness to pitch in on other projects when needed.
View All Answers

Question - 4:
What are your weaknesses for AirAsia position?

Ans:
Try not to be too critical when answering this question. Instead, pick one of your weaknesses and try to turn it into a positive.
For example, you could be a perfectionist, which means that you sometimes take longer on tasks, but you make sure that they are completed to a high quality. It is
important to make a negative into a positive as it doesn't make you appear overly critical and shows you can reflect on your own performance.
View All Answers

Question - 5:
What have you learned from mistakes on this job?

Ans:
Candidates without specific examples often do not seem credible. However, the example shared should be fairly inconsequential, unintentional, and a learned lesson
should be gleaned from it. Moving ahead without group assistance while assigned to a group project meant to be collaborative is a good example.
View All Answers

Question - 6:
What motivates you?

Ans:
I've always been motivated by the challenge - in my last role, I was responsible for training our new recruits and having a 100% success rate in passing scores. I know
that this job is very fast-paced and I'm more than up for the challenge. In fact, I thrive on it.
View All Answers
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Question - 7:
Do you ever take work home with you?

Ans:
Here are two great sample answers that might help get you started:
* I am an extremely organized person, so I tend to be able to get my work done at work. However, if the need arose I would not be against taking work home. I try
not to make it a habit, since I do value my free time. I do realize though that the work we do is important, and sometimes you have to do what needs to be done.
* I do not shy away from taking work home with me. I know that meeting deadlines and doing outstanding work sometimes means taking a bit of it home. I do not
have a problem doing that when the need arises.
* Make sure to give an honest answer. Lying about taking work home may turn out badly for you if it is required and you do not do it.
View All Answers

Question - 8:
Explain me about a challenge or conflict you've faced at work In AirAsia, and how you dealt with it?

Ans:
In asking this interview question, your interviewer wants to get a sense of how you will respond to conflict. Anyone can seem nice and pleasant in a job interview, but
what will happen if you're hired?.  Again, you'll want to use the S-T-A-R method, being sure to focus on how you handled the situation professionally and
productively, and ideally closing with a happy ending, like how you came to a resolution or compromise.
View All Answers

Question - 9:
How do you deal with pressure or stressful situations?

Ans:
Choose an answer that shows that you can meet a stressful situation head-on in a productive, positive manner and let nothing stop you from accomplishing your goals.
A great approach is to talk through your go-to stress-reduction tactics (making the world's greatest to-do list, stopping to take 10 deep breaths), and then share an
example of a stressful situation you navigated with ease.
View All Answers

Question - 10:
How do you handle your anger?

Ans:
I don't get angry very easily but in the rare occasion that I do, I hold it in and act as though nothing is wrong.
View All Answers

Question - 11:
How many tennis balls can you fit into a limousine? 1,000? 10,000? 100,000? Seriously?

Ans:
Well, seriously, you might get asked brainteaser questions like these, especially in quantitative jobs. But remember that the interviewer doesn't necessarily want an
exact number-he wants to make sure that you understand what's being asked of you, and that you can set into motion a systematic and logical way to respond. So, just
take a deep breath, and start thinking through the math. (Yes, it's OK to ask for a pen and paper!)
View All Answers

Question - 12:
If you look at a clock and the time is 3:15, what's the angle between the hour and the minute hands?

Ans:
Usually, if the answer to a brainteaser seems too easy, chances are the answer's wrong. And in this case, the answer is not zero degrees. The hour hand, remember,
moves as well. That is, in addition to the minute hand. And so, at 3:15, the hour hand and the minute hand are not on top of each other. In fact, the hour hand has
moved a quarter of the way between the 3 and 4. This means it's moved a quarter of 30 degrees (360 degrees divided by 12 equals 30). So the answer, to be exact, is
seven and a half degrees (30 divided by four).
View All Answers

Question - 13:
If you were an animal, which one would you want to be?

Ans:
Seemingly random personality-test type questions like these come up in interviews generally because hiring managers want to see how you can think on your feet.
There's no wrong answer here, but you'll immediately gain bonus points if your answer helps you share your strengths or personality or connect with the hiring
manager. Pro tip: Come up with a stalling tactic to buy yourself some thinking time, such as saying, "Now, that is a great question. I think I would have to say... "
View All Answers

Question - 14:
What are your salary requirements In AirAsia?

Ans:
The #1 rule of answering this question is doing your research on what you should be paid by using site like Global Guideline. You'll likely come up with a range, and
we recommend stating the highest number in that range that applies, based on your experience, education, and skills. Then, make sure the hiring manager knows that
you're flexible. You're communicating that you know your skills are valuable, but that you want the job and are willing to negotiate.
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Question - 15:
What is your greatest strength? How does it help you In AirAsia?

Ans:
One of my greatest strengths, and that I am a diligent worker... I care about the work getting done.. I am always willing to help others in the team.. Being patient helps
me not jump to conclusions... Patience helps me stay calm when I have to work under pressure.. Being a diligent worker.. It ensures that the team has the same goals
in accomplishing certain things.
View All Answers

Question - 16:
What makes a product successful?

Ans:
Basing on the monetization, these questions give you the chance to prove your personal try. Do not show extremely your optimism and pursue the unreality. Give
your answers the reality.
It is useful to predict a five to ten- year- scenario of expectations in order to gain your targets that you set up and it is the period of time to see how your plans and
targets are performed.
Therefore, the quality of the product and marketability of the mentioned industry need to be highlighted. This will help you to achieve the interviewer's attention and
insurance to you personality and you can get the honest and long- term goals.
View All Answers

Question - 17:
Describe to me the position In AirAsia you're applying for?

Ans:
This is a "homework" question, too, but it also gives some clues as to the perspective the person brings to the table. The best preparation you can do is to read the job
description and repeat it to yourself in your own words so that you can do this smoothly at the interview.
View All Answers

Question - 18:
Do you think you have enough experience In AirAsia?

Ans:
If you do not have the experience they need, you need to show the employer that you have the skills, qualities and knowledge that will make you equal to people with
experience but not necessary the skills. It is also good to add how quick you can pick up the routine of a new job role.
View All Answers

Question - 19:
Explain an occasion when you had to adapt in the face of a difficult situation?

Ans:
One of the most useful interview tactics is to remain positive about your work and achievements. This question lets the candidate draw on their own personal history
to show how they have been positive and successful in the face of difficulties. Choose a specific occasion to describe, rather than dealing with generic platitudes.
View All Answers

Question - 20:
How many square feet of pizza are eaten in the United States each month?

Ans:
This is a classic guesstimate question where you need to think aloud. And so first off you round the U.S. population to 300 million people (it's actually about 315
million but rounding will be much easier and your interviewer will not score you lower for rounding). Then estimate how many people eat pizza. A decent educated
guess is two out of every three people, or 200 million. Now let's say the average pizza-eating person eats pizza twice a month, and eats two slices at a time. That's
four slices a month. If the average slice of pizza is perhaps six inches at the base and 10 inches long, then the slice is 30 square inches of pizza. So, four pizza slices
would be 120 square inches (30 times 4). 
Since one square foot equals 144 square inches (12 times 12), let's assume that each person who eats pizza eats one square foot per month. Since there are 200 million
pizza-eating Americans, 200 million square feet of pizza are consumed in the U.S. each month. To summarize: 300 million people in America, 200 million eat pizza,
average slice of pizza is six inches at the base and 10 inches long or 30 square inches, average American eats four slices of pizza a month, four pieces times 30 square
inches equals 120 square inches (one square foot is 144 square inches), so let's assume one square foot per person, and thus one square foot times 200 million people
equals 200 million square feet of pizza a month.
View All Answers

Question - 21:
Tell me something about your family background?

Ans:
First, always feel proud while discussing about your family background. Just simple share the details with the things that how they influenced you to work in an
airline field.
View All Answers

Question - 22:
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What are three positive things your last boss would say about you?

Ans:
It's time to pull out your old performance appraisals and boss's quotes. This is a great way to brag about yourself through someone else's words: 
"My boss has told me that I am the best designer he has ever had. He knows he can rely on me, and he likes my sense of humor."
View All Answers

Question - 23:
What kind of salary do you need In AirAsia?

Ans:
This is a loaded question and a nasty little game that you will probably lose if you answer first. So, do not answer it. Instead, say something like, that's a tough
question. Can you tell me the range for this position? In most cases, the interviewer, taken off guard, will tell you. If not, say that it can depend on the details of the
job. Then give a wide range.
View All Answers

Question - 24:
How do you think I rate as an interviewer?

Ans:
I think you did fine. I'm sure you've conducted a lot of interviews, and it's probably second nature for you now. Thanks for taking the time to meet with me today. I'm
sure you have a lot of things you have to juggle every day.
I'd say you rate at least ten out of ten. The questions you asked seemed spot on. I can tell you guys are working hard to find the perfect applicant for the job. I'm glad I
could meet with you.
View All Answers

Question - 25:
What problems have you encountered at work?

Ans:
Wow, do we have problems! Where do I begin? Well, most of the problems are internal, just people not working well with each other. I have one person on our team
who is a real problem, but it seems like management is afraid to do anything about it. So we all end up having to do extra work to cover for this person, who just
doesn't work. We all say that he's retired in place. I think he's just holding on until retirement in a couple years. But he's a real problem. I complain about it--a lot--but
nothing ever seems to get done. I've even written negative reviews about the person, hoping he will get canned, but it doesn't happen. I can't wait for him to retire.
View All Answers

Question - 26:
What relevant work experience do you have in this career field In AirAsia?

Ans:
Talk about specific work related experience for the position you're interviewing for. Make sure the experience is relevant. Don't talk about previous experience that is
not related to the position in question. If you don't have specific career related experience speak about prior experience that has helped you develop the specific
knowledge and skills required for the position you are applying for.
View All Answers

Question - 27:
Tell us about a suggestion you have made that has benefited an organization you've worked for?

Ans:
This is another opportunity to show the interviewer what you're capable of so make sure to be prepared for this type of question. Have an example ready and make
sure its an example of a suggestion you've made that was accepted and that have positive influence. If you can come up with an example that relates to the position
you're applying for that would be even better.
View All Answers

Question - 28:
Top 17 Behavioral Interview Questions In AirAsia:

Ans:
Behavioral interviews In AirAsia where popularized by industrial psychologists in the 1970s, and have been used at big companies like AT&T. The idea behind them
is that past responses to situations are the best predictor of how candidates will respond in the future. 
1. Tell me about a time you faced a conflict while working as part of a team.
2. Talk about a goal you set for yourself. What did you do to make sure you met the goal?
3. Give an example of a time when you had to work with someone with a very different personality from yours. 
4. Talk about an instance where you wish you'd handled a situation differently with a team member. 
5. What's the most difficult problem you have had to solve In AirAsia?
6. Give an example of how you handled a situation where you needed information from a colleague who wasn't responsive. 
7. Talk about a time when you had problems building a relationship with a key team member. What did you do?
8. Tell me about an instance when it was important to make a great impression on a client. What did you do?
9. Tell me about a situation where you had to work with a difficult client.
10. Tell me about a situation where you disappointed a client, and how you tried to fix it.
11. Talk about a time when you had to strategize to meet all your obligations. 
12. Talk about a time when you failed at something. How did you react? 
13. Talk about a time you took on a leadership role.
14. Tell me about a long-term project you oversaw. How did you keep it focused and on schedule? 
15. Talk about a time when you were under a lot of stress. What caused it, and how did you manage?
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16. Do you prefer to work alone or with others In AirAsia? 
17. Tell me about a time when you were overwhelmed by the amount of work on your agenda. How did you handle it?
View All Answers

Question - 29:
If the company you worked for was doing something unethical or illegal, what would you do?

Ans:
Report it to the leaders within the company. True leaders understand business ethics are important to the company's longevity
View All Answers

Question - 30:
What do you consider ethical spending on an expense account?

Ans:
It depends on the role - but the better way to answer this is to ask the interviewer what their expectations are with regards to what the role can expense and then
simply state that you'll stay within those parameters
View All Answers

Question - 31:
Your coworker highlights your mistakes in front of everyone, how do you handle the situation?

Ans:
Admit to the mistake without being emotional, but then discuss how you are being proactive in getting it fixed. Lastly, pull the co-worker aside later on to tell them
that you'd appreciate it if they gave you the feedback 1:1 first before throwing you under the bus.
View All Answers

Question - 32:
The change in the business industry now requires you to have a new set of skills you have to learn, how do you react to that?

Ans:
First, find out which skills are the ones that you're currently lacking. Then identify what the steps would be to acquire/build those skills. Then take action to do so.
View All Answers

Question - 33:
Give me an example of a time when you were able to successfully communicate with another person even when that individual may not have personally liked you (or
vice versa). How did you handle the situation? What obstacles or difficulties did you face? How did you deal with them?

Ans:
First, the key is to state the differences in personality to give the interviewer some background. Second, you want to discuss how that was affecting the situation.
Third, show how you were able to adapt to the way the person wanted to be communicated with to achieve your goals
View All Answers

Question - 34:
Tell me about a problem that you've solved in a unique or unusual way. What was the outcome? Were you happy or satisfied with it?

Ans:
In this question the interviewer is basically looking for a real life example of how you used creativity to solve a problem.
View All Answers

Question - 35:
Describe a time when you anticipated potential problems and developed preventive measures?

Ans:
The key here is to show that you were proactive. How did you find out about the potential problems? How did you address it quickly?
View All Answers

Question - 36:
What did you major in and why?

Ans:
Tell them your major and the motivations behind why you chose it and how it's helped to prep your of this potential job.
View All Answers

Question - 37:
How have you achieved your success?

Ans:
Discuss stories of how you've progressed over the years to achieve success. People relate best to stories.
View All Answers
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Question - 38:
What are three positive characteristics you wish you had?

Ans:
The key here is to be honest about your wish list but then to describe how you plan on developing or growing those characteristics so that it becomes a reality. For
example, I wish I had a stronger work ethic and I am reading a book right now about how to instill a better discipline around getting work done efficiently.
View All Answers

Question - 39:
What does "collaboration with teammates" mean to you?

Ans:
Drinking at the water cooler together is not the best example. Think of how you can collaborate with teammates to generate new ideas, to create initiatives to impact
the business' success for the better (specifically in the department that you're applying for). For example, if you're applying to marketing, collaboration could mean
discussing new ways of social media advertising to reach an audience of over a million people to strengthen the brand awareness of the company.
View All Answers

Question - 40:
How do you feel about giving back to the community?

Ans:
Describe your charitable activities to showcase that community work is important to you. If you haven't done one yet, go to www.globalguideline.com - charitable
work is a great way to learn about other people and it's an important part of society - GET INVOLVED!
View All Answers

Question - 41:
How meticulous are you with details?

Ans:
Being detailed is important for many types of job roles. Typically you want to highlight how you've done that in previous roles. Example: "Being meticulous is
important to me. In my last job, I had to count the money in the register as a cashier to make sure it matched to the receipts down to the last penny." This was to
ensure there wasn't any "wrongdoing" at the company by any of the cashiers and I was always accurate in my reports.
View All Answers

Question - 42:
What would you like to have accomplished by the end of your career?

Ans:
Think of 3 major achievements that you'd like to accomplish in your job when all is said and done - and think BIG. You want to show you expect to be a major
contributor at the company. It could be creating a revolutionary new product, it could be implementing a new effective way of marketing, etc.
View All Answers

Question - 43:
Describe to me a time where you had to make a hard decision In AirAsia?

Ans:
Hard decisions are hard for a reason. It could dramatically effect the company. It could affect other workers. So if you have a story about how you made a hard
decision and had a good outcome, share that. If you have one where the outcome wasn't great, explain how you would have changed the way you approached the
decision to show you learned how to improve.
View All Answers

Question - 44:
What general trends do you see in our industry?

Ans:
Examine what's happened in the industry in the last 5 - 10 years and how it's evolved and then look at what both the company and analysts are saying about the future
of that industry in which that company competes in. Read trade magazines / online sources in that industry as well to make sure you stay up to date on trends.
View All Answers

Question - 45:
What attracted you to this company In AirAsia?

Ans:
You could discuss the company's vision, culture and solutions/services as reasons for wanting to join it.
View All Answers

Question - 46:
What do you look for in terms of culture -- structured or entrepreneurial?

Ans:
A good answer is to discuss the importance of having both elements in a company In AirAsia. Structure is good to maintain a focus on priorities and making sure
people are productive but having an entrepreneurial spirit can help cultivate new ideas that can truly help the company.
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Question - 47:
What do you think of your previous boss?

Ans:
Do not belittle or talk badly of your last boss - it will come off as being petty. Instead, talk about the positive lessons you were able to learn from your last boss.
View All Answers

Question - 48:
Was there a person in your career who really made a difference?

Ans:
If you can't think of one, you need to get a mentor QUICKLY! Mentors can come in the form of peers, family members, co-workers, management / leaders at a
company and so on.
View All Answers

Question - 49:
What is your greatest fear?

Ans:
We all have fears. It's okay to discuss them. Just don't dive too deeply into them. Discuss how you would work to overcome your fears. You don't want to seem weak.
You want to acknowledge it's out there but that you'll be able to work through it.
View All Answers

Question - 50:
How would you feel about working for someone who knows less than you In AirAsia?

Ans:
The reality is, the majority of the time someone is in a management/leadership position is because of their experience and past success. So they probably possess at
least a unique set of knowledge from you. So you'll want to learn from them as much as possible. If it's not the case, then discuss how you would look for mentors in
different departments to help your personal career development.
View All Answers

Question - 51:
Tell me one thing about yourself you wouldn't want me to know?

Ans:
Talk about a trait that you would consider a weakness. No need to talk about your deepest darkest secrets here.
View All Answers

Question - 52:
Tell me the difference between good and exceptional?

Ans:
Good gets the job done on time and is high quality. Exceptional is a game changer - it stands out, it's creative, it's above and beyond expectations. Tell the interviewer
a story about how you were exceptional.
View All Answers

Question - 53:
There's no right or wrong answer, but if you could be anywhere in the world right now, where would you be?

Ans:
Just be honest about where you'd like to be - you never know - you may end up bonding with the interviewer with the location. However, you want to stress that you
want to work out of the location that you're interviewing for.
View All Answers

Question - 54:
What do you like to do for fun?

Ans:
Be open to sharing hobbies and activities that you enjoy. Make sure you're genuine about it and don't list off things you don't really like because if they ask you a
follow up question it'll be harder for you to answer.
View All Answers

Question - 55:
What do you know about this department?

Ans:
One good way to find out about the department is to try to "informally" interview the existing employees over coffee (outside of the office) if possible. It's hard if you
don't have any connections there, but if you do a great way to learn about it. Other than that, it's often hard to learn about the department so you can turn the table
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back on them by asking questions to learn about it.
View All Answers

Question - 56:
How do you take "No" for an answer?

Ans:
You want to be persistent enough to understand why someone is saying no so that you could potentially convince them otherwise with a sound reason. However, if
they are still saying "no" to you, then you need to humbly accept their position and move on.
View All Answers

Question - 57:
How much time do you need to join the organization In AirAsia?

Ans:
You should be able to join it right away, barring plans you've already made (family travel, vacation, other obligations). The key is to simply be open in
communication of what's already committed on your schedule. Most companies are accommodating. If they are not, weight the importance of joining that company
vs. your plans.
View All Answers

Question - 58:
Are you aggressive?

Ans:
If you are, describe it through a story / experience that you had. If you aren't, then explain why you're not. If the job role asks for you to be aggressive/not aggressive
and you're the opposite of it, explain how you would develop that characteristic.
View All Answers

Question - 59:
In what areas do you think you will need guidance?

Ans:
Think about what you need to learn going into the job. Skill sets, industry knowledge, relationship building, team dynamics. Which areas are ones you're lacking?
View All Answers

Question - 60:
What is more important to you money or success?

Ans:
First ask yourself that question before the interview - what are your priorities? Are money and success actual one in the same goal for you? If not, what's more
important based on how do you define success?
View All Answers

Question - 61:
Rate yourself on a scale of 10?

Ans:
If you truly believe you're a 10, you better be able to explain why with examples / stories. If you believe you're a great contributor and have room to grow, say 8 or 9.
If you're below that, explain what you would do to improve yourself to get the ranking you believe you can be.
View All Answers

Question - 62:
How do you ensure all of your work gets accomplished in a productive manner?

Ans:
The key is to prioritize what's important in your work and to stay organized to accomplish the tasks. A strong work ethic also helps.
View All Answers

Question - 63:
What was the biggest professional risk you have taken and what was the outcome?

Ans:
First discuss how you weighed the pros and cons of the risk and the results you'd believe you could achieve. Then discuss the action plan you put into place for it and
outline that step by step. Then discuss the outcome and if it wasn't optimal talk about what you would do differently in hindsight.
View All Answers

Question - 64:
Tell me about the last time you had to work with someone inside or outside of your department to accomplish a goal?

Ans:
Show that you were communicative with that person and that you were able to collaborate effectively in sharing ideas and work tasks. They want to see that you can
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be a team player.
View All Answers
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